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Abstract: This paper reports the practices of "spatial design", "community development" and "area management" of Garden City
MAITAMON in Kobe, based on “New Garden City Concepts”. The concepts bore as the outcomes of “The New Garden City International Conference 2001” held for the purpose of learning the experiences of Garden City Movement and Letchworth Garden City
over 100 years.
The project has been developed in about 1km south of Kobe Design University (KDU) which has cooperated with the project’s developer, Urban Renaissance Agency (UR), since 2001. The area had been the Kobe municipal golf course until 1998, yet because of the
Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake in January 1995, the city of Kobe turned to be in the ﬁnancial difﬁculties, and sold the place to UR.
The ﬁrst development area named “MITSUIKE Community” (6ha) with 68 lots, the community park (MAITAMON MITSUIKE
Park), the community hall (MAITAMON Community Hall), and the green tract, was already opened in March 2006, after the practice
of “spatial design” and “community development” supported by KDU for 3 years, then, "area management" has been practiced until
now. Moreover, MITSUIKE was selected as one of the 6 subjects for the promotional research of area management 2007 invited by
the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport. Furthermore, MITSUIKE won Good Design Award 2007 (Architecture and Environment Design Category) by Japan Industrial Design Promotion Organization.
The ﬁnal development area named “TERAIKE Community” has already started aiming at the start of construction in the spring of
2009, and the completion in the spring of 2012 or 2013. Now KDU and UR have been discussing “creation of spatial design”, “method
of community development" and "promotion of area management” by considering the experiences of MITSUIKE.
This paper conclude the practicability of "New Garden City Concepts", and the role of "Garden City Movement" as the universal
guide of "spatial design", "community development" and "area management" for town planning, especially in residential area.(Fig.1)
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1 Introduction
戸
西神中央
1-1 Garden
City Movement and Letchworth Garden City 速北神
高
神
The garden city movement was ﬁrst proposed in 1898 by Sir
Ebenezer Howard in the United Kingdom, in his writing "To-morrow: a
阪
Peaceful Path to Real Reform (1898)". Garden cities were to be planned, self-contained communities surrounded by greenbelts, and
containing carefully balanced
areas of residences, industry, and agriculture. In order to solve the problem of ruined residential enviNishi-ku
ronment of London in the later part of the industrial revolution, Howard found the new approach to town planning by blending the
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Fig.1 Location and Map of Garden City MAITAMON

Fig.2 Westholm, Letchworth (Photo by SAIKI, 1998)

social structures of both town and country. The idea suggests not only spatial design but also community development and town management. The idea of the garden city was inﬂuential in the birth of many garden suburbs and new towns after WWII in not only the
UK but also other European countries, the US, Australia, and Japan. Now, though there are many "garden cities" in the world, most of
them differ from what Howard wanted to create, for they exist as just dormitory suburbs. Contemporary town planning methods like
New Urbanism and Eco-towns ﬁnd their origins in this movement.
Letchworth Garden City was found in about 60km north from the center of London in 1903, as the world's ﬁrst garden city. In 1904,
the master plan drawn by Raymond Unwin and Barry Parker was adopted to put the garden city into practice. They contributed to
give shape to the idea of the garden city with the idea of Arts and Crafts, which they had supported. As a result of that, the historical
vernacular English village style have been seen in Letchworth. There are mainly 8 factors of the spatial composition of Letchworth
such as; 1) Capitalizing on the natural ecosystem and greenery of the region, 2) Land utilization and road patterns respecting the land,
3) Incorporating culture and heritage, 4) Exploring the proper size of the community, 5) Diverse household types, 6) Reservation
of common green space and scenic resources, 7) Conserving and managing shared property, 8) Devising community-centered governance. In 1995, The Letchworth Garden City Heritage Foundation assumed the role and responsibilities of a former public sector
body called Letchworth Garden City Corporation, and in 2003, the 'Foundation day' event took place celebrating the 100 year anniversary of the establishment of Letchworth. Now, The Heritage Foundation has been actively working to revitalise the town center, to
transform there into a vibrant place to shop, live, work and spend leisure time. The ﬁrst garden city is still alive even with the history
of over 100 years, and there are a lot of movements to propose "New Garden City in the 21st Century" all over the world, by learning
the experiences of Garden City Movement and Letchworth Garden City over 100 years. (Fig.2)
1-2 The New Garden City International Conference 2001 and New Garden City Concept
In September 2001, “The New Garden City International Conference 2001” was held for the purpose of learning the experiences of
garden city movement and Letchworth Garden City, in Kobe and Tsukuba, Japan. (Fig.3) The total of 1,562 participants came from
13 different countries across Asia, the US, Europe, and Oceania, and the conference covered a wide range of practices in various
times and regions. These topics were summarized into the following three dimensions; "learning from the past", "accepting the present", and "connecting the future". Furthermore, the outcomes of the conference were distilled to New Garden City Concept consisted
of 18 items for the creation of "New Design" and "New Types of Community". And the 18 items were categorized into three phases
for those two purposes. The phases for New Design are “Nature and Ecology”, “Human & Society”, and “Sustainability & Management”, and the phases for New Community are “Region & Town”, “Human Settlement & Community”, and “Home & Houses”. (Fig.4)
1) Capitalizing on the natural ecosystem and greenery of the region
2) Incorporating culture and heritage
3) Programming sustainable growth and development
4) Exploring the proper size of the community and cooperating with surrounding communities
5) Land utilization and road patterns respecting the land
6) Reservation of common green space and scenic resources.
7) Respecting shared interests
8) Conserving and managing shared property
9) Cooperation with regional communities
10) Sharing regional Characteristics
11) Devising community- centered governance
12) Foresting future generations by maximizing human potentials
13) Large compounds with gardens/yards and greenery
14) Green settings richly endowed with nature and biodiversity

Fig.3 New Garden City International Conference 2001 in
Tsukuba (Photo by Sadamu SAITO, 2001)

Fig.4 New Garden City Cncept Matrix 2001

15) Safe localities
16) Securing stable economic futures
17) Diverse household types
18) Adaptable housing
The conference identiﬁed “Human Settlement & Community” and “Sustainability & Management” as the weakest points of the current urban development all over the world.
1-3 Problems of Japanese Old New Town, and Proposal for Solutions
The history of Japanese New Town after WWII starts from Senri New Town in Osaka
in 1958, and then, 40 or more new towns over 300 ha, such as Kozoji New Town in
Nagoya (1961), Tsukuba Science City in Ibaraki (1963), Tama New Town in Tokyo
(1965), and Kohoku New Town in Yokohama (1974) were developed as commuter
suburbs. (Fig.5) However, those new towns turned into old towns within only 50
years, because of vacant dwellings caused by population decrease, run-down houses,
tiny lots caused by thoughtless land division, collapse of local communities, and decline of shopping centers. It can be thought that there are 5 possible reasons for the
decline, such as;
1) regardless of population decline,
2) scrap and build housing policy,
3) master plan without considering local identity,
4) segregation from surrounding communities,
5) lack of self re-generation abilities.
Thus it was hypothesized that if New Garden City Concept could solve the problems.

Fig.5 Suma New Town, Kobe (Photo
by SAIKI, 1990)

2 Practice of Garden City MAITAMON Based on New Garden City Concept
2-1 Master Plan 2002 Based on New Garden City Concept
In December 2001, Takahito Saiki Ofﬁce of Kobe Design University was entrusted to make a proposal for the master plan of Gakuenminami Project in Kobe (Garden City MAITAMON) based on the New Garden City Concept, by UR (then Urban Develop Corporation) which was one of the supporting organization of The New Garden City International Conference 2001. (Fig.6)
In the beginning of 2002, Saiki ofﬁce completed the plan considering geological future, scenic resources, pedestrians' network, reasonable size of community consisted of 50-60 households, and cooperation with surrounding communities. (Fig.7)
Despite the peculiarity of the plan such as round shaped road pattern, and sloped and fan shaped lots, UR made the decision to adopt
the concept of the plan for the ﬁnal development area (TERAIKE Project) of Garden City MAITAMON, as one of the experimental
project of their "New Suburban Life" campaign.
2-2 "The declaration of 'New Suburban Life'" by UR
In 2002, UR summarized "The declaration of 'New Suburban Life'" consisted of seven proposals for the purpose of realizing the new
suburban residential area with quality and sustainability.
1) Regeneration and creation of scenic beauty of Japan
2) Space of encounter in the center of life
3) Spacious lots with large gardens
4) Minimizing environmental impacts
5) Self governed and maintained community
6) Appropriate support from professionals
7) high quality of life with reasonable costs

Fig.6 Maiko Golf Course (1998)

Fig.7 Garden City MAITMON, Master Plan 2002 (CG by
Juan Ramon Jimenez Verdejo, 2002)

In the end of 2002, UR made the decision to develop the part of ﬁrst development area (MITSUIKE Project) as the earlier experimental project of their "New Suburban Life" campaign, and entrusted Saiki Ofﬁce to make a proposal for the master plan of MITSUIKE.
2-3 Experiment of “Garden City MAITAMON” MITSUIKE Project and Three Subjects
For the preparation of the practice of MITSUIKE Project, while regarding the outcome of the New Garden City International Conference 2001 and "The declaration of 'New Suburban Life'" by UR, studies on the spatial composition of historical agricultural settlements in Kobe, and the practices of community development, which the research representative has been engaged in for more than 30
years, three main strategies were deﬁned. (Fig.8)
1) Attractive spatial design which the residents can be proud of.
2) Integrated community development in which the residents can share the value of living environment.
3) Promotion of area management system to sustain and improve the value of living environment.
3 Attractive Spatial Design The Residents can be Proud of
In order to realize a sustainable local community, the "attractive spatial design which the residents can be proud of" has to be
achieved through consultation. (Fig.9)
3-1 Planning Process of “Garden City MAITAMON” MITSUIKE Project
UR once intended to develop the project site of MITSUIKE for med-rise apartments. However, UR made a decision to change the
plan, and develop the site based on the outcome of the New Garden City International Conference 2001, as the ﬁrst example of the
practice of "The declaration of 'New Suburban Life'". Firstly, Saiki Ofﬁce investigated the geographical feature and vegetation of
the former golf course. Secondly, while considering the theory of the environmental unit derived from Asian philosophy, the ofﬁce
identiﬁed the places of hills, valleys, streams, ponds, woods, and viewpoints. Thirdly, the ofﬁce considered minimizing reclamation,
exploring the proper numbers of lots by imitating the existing old settlements in the local area, sharing the visually valuable landscape features, and linking pedestrian routes. After completing those steps, the planning with a road pattern respecting the land, and a
diverse household types, was proposed.
3-2 Reservation and Management of Green Space
The green space in the northern part of MITSUIKE, and the pond and the surrounding green space in the southeastern part of the site
have been designated as a preservation area by Hyogo Prefecture Regional Environmental Assessment . In addition, more green spaces in the central part of the project site and inside of the town park can be preserved in the planning . Furthermore, a proposal that the
green space in the northern part is included in housing sites and preserved by the residents was accepted by UR.
3-3 Adoption of Leasehold System and Side Walk inside Lots
For the purpose of common ownership of high-value estate, the leasehold system was accepted. This makes it possible for the residents to rent the more spacious lots than common lots in Japan for lower fees, such as the average size of 700 sq.m. (the minimum
size of 363 sq.m., and the maximum size of 1,642 sq.m.), and the minimum monthly rent fee of 48,000 yen, and the maximum one of
128,000 yen, with the deposit of 2 million yen. Moreover, every lot of MITSUIKE includes the side walk for the purpose of common
ownership and self maintenance.
3-4 Housing Design Strengthening Local Identity
Nowadays, in most Japanese new towns, lots and buildings are provided separately. Furthermore, many buildings are constructed by
the prefabrication system, so that it creates rather monotonous streets. In MITSUIKE Community Project, having investigated the

Fig.8 Three subjects of Garden City MAITMON,
MITSUIKE Project

Fig.9 Garden City MAITMON, MITSUIKE Project
Master Plan (CG by Juan Ramon Jimenez Verdejo, 2003)

arrangement of housing in the neighboring traditional settlements with high-valued landscapes, the arrangement of buildings is in
harmony with the sites in the proposed plan. Moreover, private houses of historical agricultural settlements and the residential style of
old town houses in Kobe were studied in order to create the MAITAMON-style housing and settlement that strengthen local identity .
4 Integrated Community Development Residents can Share Value of Living Environment
Because the community spirit depends on involvement of the residents, an "integrated community planning in which they can share
the value of living environment" was proposed in order to avoid the isolated life seen in existing Japanese old “new-towns”. For this,
the following method was devised and practiced.
4-1 Market Research and Formation of MAITAMON Club for Acquisition of Future Residents
At the beginning of April 2003, Saiki Ofﬁce distributed a brochure and questionnaire to 45,000 neighboring households, in order to
identify the local needs of the concept of MITSUIKE Community Project. About 480 households expressed an interest. In August
same year, 77 respondents attended a site inspection meeting of the former Maiko Golf Course to ensure the actual interest of the
candidates. After that, the MAITAMON CLUB was formed to enable the candidates to receive information about the project and to
attend public lectures and workshops concerning the project. At the same time, the ofﬁcial web site for the MAITAMON Project was
launched. Since then, the total number of members has grown up to about 1,600.
4-2 Public Lectures and Workshops
To enhance the awareness of MAITAMON Club members for the living environment and the promotion of the communications between club members, public lectures and workshops were held continuously at Kobe Design University. The basic subjects of those
lectures and workshops are; housing, community, and ecology. While the attendants gained an insight to the practical town planning,
they were also able to improve their own skills and knowledge about living environment. These skills and knowledge were improved
even more by talking to new members in open lectures and workshops. The open lectures and workshops are always recorded, and
they are shown on the ofﬁcial web site. A newsletter is also distributed to all the members of the club. (Fig.10, Fig.11)
4-3 Group Application System and Workshops for Grouping
MITSUIKE consists of seven small community units divided on the basis of the Japanese traditional theory of “nearest neighbors”. In
2/3 of each community, a system of group application was adopted to achieve the uniﬁed community. In the remaining 1/3, a system
of individual applications was used.
The workshops for grouping were held in order to promote the formation of groups. Each attendant of the workshops met his or her
"nearest neighbors" after deciding which community he/she would like to join in depending on different environmental characteristics. And then the groups of "nearest neighbors" exchanged their ideas on their ideal home, community, and living environment. Each
group was required to summarize the result of the exchange as a memorandum, and to submit it on application. Through the workshops, 15 groups were formed, and in the middle of December 2004, the selection of group applications took place. Next, the selection of individual applications was carried out. For this, there were 412 applicants for 28 lots. At the beginning, the system of group
applications was supposed to be adopted in all community units of MITSUIKE. However, because UR is a semi-public organization
and has a duty to make information about their issues freely available to all the people, UR made the decision to adopt a system of individual applications for the 1/3 of all community units. As a result of too many applicants, some applicants who had eagerly participated in the public lectures and workshops were unfortunately not selected, although some applicants who subscribed speculatively
were selected. Although this result of partly adopting the individual application system is very much regrettable, the experiences of
the successful candidates of the group applications accepting the ones of the individual applications offered them a rehearsal to accept
the new resident in the future. However, it is unfortunate that there were quite a few eager candidates who were disappointed.

Fig.10 The ﬁrst Public Lecture (Photo by Saiki Ofﬁce, 2003)

Fig.11 The ﬁrst Workshop (Photo by Saiki Ofﬁce, 2003)

4-4 Community Workshop for Establishment of Agreements, and Promotion of Community Development
In preparation to become residents in MITSUIKE in the near future, the successful candidates were given the duty to participate in
MITSUIKE Community Workshop held by UR and KDU every two months for about one year (from February 2005 to March 2006)
until they signed the leasehold contracts. The purpose of the community workshop is to discuss the construction agreement and the
green space agreement and to promote communication between the future residents, while studying houses, streets, and natural environments in the public lectures. In the 5th workshop in November 2005, the construction agreement, the green space agreement and
the design guideline were prepared by the future residents, and submitted to the Kobe Municipal Ofﬁce.
1) Parking, outside equipment
The construction of a multi-level car parking tower is prohibited.
When building a carport, it should be in harmony with the surroundings.
Outside equipment should be invisible from the front road.
The installment of vending machine is prohibited.
2) Signs
The installment of signboards on the roof is prohibited.
Signs, such as ﬂags and banners, over the height of 2M, are prohibited.
Every signboard should be in harmony with the surroundings.
3) Open garden frontage
The front wall must be set back more than 1M or 2 M from the road to keep the garden frontage open.
In the open front gardens, the construction of walls, fences and gates are prohibited.
The sidewall must be set back 1M from the boundaries.
4) Landscaping and trees
The residents should plant trees and grasses in the green spaces and open front gardens.
The boundary should be kept open as much as possible, yet when installing the partitions for security reason, hedges or transparent
fences should be chosen. The height of the hedge or fences and their preservations should be agreed with neighbors.
The residents must offer a part of the front garden as a sidewalk. The sidewalk is ﬁnished with interlocking bricks and grasses.
Cars must not be parked in the front garden.
In the parking lot or in the driveway, the use of natural material is required in order to ensure the high quality landscape.
5) Preservation of green spaces
The Common green spaces are preserved by all the residents, under supervision of a community self-governing body.
6) Design Guideline
Some items could not be included in the construction and green space agreements, since the majority of the residents disagreed. Items
which were agreed by 2/3 of residents were adopted as guidelines.
7) Sidewall
The sidewall should be set back 2M from the boundaries.
8) Symbol tree
Each resident should plant one tree within 1M from the boundary of the open front garden as a symbol tree.
9) Height of partition
The height of hedges or fences on the boundaries should be lower than 1.5M.
10) Open space
Each resident should keep 20% of ﬂat space of the site from the front road including the open front garden as open space.

Fig.12 The Outcome of Housing Design Workshop
(Illustration by Saiki Ofﬁce, 2005)

Fig.13 The residence designed by SAIKI Ofﬁce (photo by
KAMATA, 2008)

4-5 Housing Design Workshop
Simultaneously with the start of the community workshops, Saiki Ofﬁce began individual meetings to propose the basic housing
design for each future resident. There are two main purposes to these meetings. Firstly, many Japanese people have the tendency to
consider the prefabricated house as the standard housing design. Moreover, many housing designs appearing in Japanese technical
magazines are built on ﬂat square-shaped lots of around 200 sq. m.. Those kinds of housing designs are not suitable for housing lots
of MITSUIKE of an average 700 sq. m., and wanted more customized houses. Secondly, if the future residents had discussions about
the construction and green space agreements without any information and materials about the housing design, the discussions would
become impractical. The outcomes proposed through the meetings would be treated as frameworks with that each future resident involved an architect or a construction company. Although individual meetings are not compulsory, 62 households out of 68 had meetings. Through the individual meetings considering neighbors, communities, and living environments, the needs and desires of each
future resident for housing were clariﬁed. The communication between the future residents and members of Saiki Ofﬁce established a
method of enhancing the awareness of people on community development and housing design. During the construction and until the
completion of new housing, it would be necessary to develop the awareness of architects even further. (Fig.12, Fig.13)
5 Promotion of Area Management to Sustain and Improve Value of Living Environment
In order to sustain and improve the value of living environment, and to make the residents live comfortable, a community-based management system aiming at self-governance is necessary.
5-1 Representatives of Community and Community Hall for Practice of Area Management
The seven representatives of MITSUIKE responsible for its area management were elected from each community unit in the 6th
Community Workshop, January 2006. They have the responsibility as the Steering Committee of the Construction and Green Space
Agreements. They do their duties with the support of UR and KDU to have the meeting regularly to govern the Agreements, prepare
and hold the general meeting for residents, publish the design guidance explaining the Agreements and Guideline in detail, and so on.
In March 2007, UR built MAITAMON Community Hall in the southwestern part of MITSUIKE. Since then, MITSUIKE community
has used the facility as the base for its are management. (Fig.14)
5-2 Integrated Greening aided by Hyogo Prefecture and Flowerbed Maintenance aided by Kobe City
MITSUIKE has practiced integrated greening with the support of KDU aided by Hyogo Prefectural community greening project. Until now, 10 groups (39 households) out of 68 households have practiced “hedge and frontage planted with same species”, “side yard
planting”, “grass parking”, and so on. Moreover, MITSUIKE has maintained the ﬂowerbed of MAITAMON MITSUIKE Park with
the support of UR aided by the city of Kobe. In addition to the ﬁnancial aid, the city supplies seedlings every season. (Fig.15)
5-3 Promotional Research of Area Management and Establishment of MITSUIKE Community Self-governed Committee
In May 2007, MITSUIKE was selected as one of the 6 subjects for the promotional research of area management 2007 with the funds
of research invited by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport. MITSUIKE was estimated not only its achievement of
representatives such as the governance of agreements and design guideline, holding regular community meetings, but also its plan of
practice, such as the establishment of community self-governed committee, the publishment of Design Guidance, and holding events
for the promotion of communication between residents.
After the selection, the representatives organized the preparatory committee for the establishment of Self-governed Committee. And
after the completion of prospectus and articles with the support of KDU, MITSUIKE Community Self-governed Committee was
established in May 2008. Currently, the main subjects of the committee are promotion of communication between residents, management of greenery, and foresting future generations

Fig.14 Meeting of Representatives of MITSUIKE
Community (photo by MIYASHIRO, 2008)

Fig.15 Integrated Greening aided by Hyogo Prefectural
Community Greening Project (photo by MIYASHIRO, 2007)

6 Appropriate Supports for Area Management by Professionals
6-1 Local University and Developer
As the local university of MAITAMON, KDU has supported the area management of MITSUIKE, by giving advises for integrated
greening, establishment of self-governed committee, workshops for the promotion of communication, application for subsidies. Also
as the developer of MAITAMON, UR has supported for election of representatives of community, governance of agreements and design guideline, and intermediation between MITSUIKE and public sectors.
6-2 Supporting Networks (Architecture, Removal, Greenery, and Information Technology)
MAITAMON Architectural Network is the organization which supports the cooperation of architects, builders, clients of
MAITAMON. Currently, 25 architects and 11 builders who agreed on the concepts of MAITAMON Project are listed in the network.
And, support and advice on when to sell the property and the choice of real estate companies has been offered. While many of the
residents of MITSUIKE moved from existing old towns constructed from 1960’s to 80’s, Saiki Ofﬁce has proposed that they would
provide their properties to their neighbors with leasehold system, in order to make the lots of the old new-town more spacious. Moreover, greenery experts have been encouraged to acquire the skills and knowledge of planting and preservation of woods in the public
lectures and workshops. In addition, a community network system using the information technology for the purpose of promoting the
communication between residents and the accumulation of information concerning MITSUIKE has also been prepared. Although the
system is established with the support of KDU, MITSUIKE Community Self-governed Committee will take over its own initiatives.
6-3 Public Sectors
In July 2006, the representatives of MITSUIKE asked Kobe Machizukuri Center which is an afﬁliated organization of the city of
Kobe to send a professional advisor of community development. The center provides the service to send one of listed professional
advisor to local community in the city of Kobe for community development with payment of the fee to the advisor for a ﬁxed period
of the time. The representatives named Saiki who is one of listed advisor as the advisor of MITSUIKE.
7 Toward Practice of TERAIKE Project
The ﬁnal development area of MAITAMON named
“TERAIKE Community” (10ha) has already started
aiming at the start of construction in the spring of
2009, and the completion in the spring of 2012 or
2013. Now KDU and UR have been discussing “creation of spatial design”, “method of community development" and "promotion of area management” by
considering the experiences of MITSUIKE. (Fig.16)
7-1 Learning Experiences of MITSUIKE
By Learning the experiences of MITSUIKE, UR
and KDU have clariﬁed the points to be considered
aiming at “exceeding MITSUIKE”, such as more
regularly shaped lots with road frontage of over 15M
available for standard product of Japanese prefabrication companies, affordability, pocket parks as the
core of neighborhoods, walkability, and securing
security. By considering such points, and studying
arrangement of residences with actual examples of
MITSUIKE for making sure buildability and face of
street, KDU made the proposal of master plan with
151 housing lots, three pocket parks, and footpaths.
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Fig.16 Garden City MAITAMON, TERAIKE Project, Master Plan
2008 (illustration by SAIKI Ofﬁce, 2008)

8 Conclusion - Practicability of "New Garden City Concepts", and Role of "Garden City Movement" as The Universal Guide
8-1 Development to Establishment of Asian Garden City
By learning the experience of Letchworth Garden City modeled on English villages with the history from the Middle Ages,
MITSUIKE Project has been modeled on Japanese historical village settlements. It can be said that the space design of MITSUIKE as
a result of the method is one example of “Asian Garden City”. The experience of MITSUIKE should be applied to projects of other
Asian countries collaborated with local town planners, architects, and researchers. (Fig.17)
8-2 Achievement of MITSUIKE Project
MITSUIKE Project has been practiced experimentally in the cooperation of UR, KDU, and residents. Achievements of MITSUIKE
Project can be summarized from the viewpoint of 1) spatial design, 2) community development, 3) area management, and 4) supporting formation. (Fig.18)
1) Spatial Design
By learning the experiences of historical environmental point of view and Garden City, the design of living environment with more
spacious landscape surrounded by a lot of natural resources was proposed, and the design attracted people who have longed for this
kind of place to live. It resulted that MITSUIKE wins Good Design Award 2007 (Architecture and Environment Design Category).
2) Community Development
A series of public lectures for the purpose of enlightening the future residents on the value of living environment, and the group application system and workshops for the purpose of uniﬁed community can contribute to the opportunities to realize a valued, sustainable and self-governable community with reliability. It resulted that MITSUIKE is selected as one of the 6 subjects for the promotional research of area management 2007 invited by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport.
3) Area Management
The establishment of the construction and the green space agreements and the design guidance drawn by residents prior to their occupation, and of the community self-governed committee aiming at valuable and sustainable community promotes the practice of area
management.
4) Supporting Formation
The appropriate supports from the developer (UR) and the local university (KDU) for “spatial design (housing, greening and so on),
“community development”, and “management (the establishment of agreements, the formation of organization) contribute stable and
sustainable community development and area management.
8-3 Subjects of Garden City MAITAMON
Achievements of MITSUIKE Project demonstrate the practicability of New Garden City Concept. (Fig.4) However there
are still remaining items of the concept to be conﬁrmed, such
as 8) Conserving and managing shared property, 9) Cooperation with regional communities, 12) Foresting future generations by maximizing human potentials, and 16) Securing stable
economic futures. The further time will be required in order
to conﬁrm the practicability of those items. Moreover, when
the experiences of MITSUIKE can apply to the practice of
TERAIKE Project successfully, the universality of New Garden City Concept will be clariﬁed.

Fig.17 Agricultural Village Settlement of Kamisugama in
Ibaraki (photo by SAIKI, 1980)

Fig.18 Garden City MAITAMON, MITSUIKE Project
(photo by SAIKI, 2007)
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